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PRESS RELEASE 

Best Western Central Europe 

International Hoteliers meet in 

Ljubljana 

This years’ annual conference of Best Western Central Europe took place at the 

Best Western Premier Hotel Slon in Ljubljana, where hoteliers of more than 70 

hotels in Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, 

Montenegro and Macedonia had the opportunity to meet and network. At the 

international conference in the Slovenian capital city Best Western hoteliers 

discussed strategies and future plans as well as trends in the hotel industry. 

During the Award Night in Bled Best Western Awards were presented to the 

winning hotels of different categories.  

 

Ljubljana/Vienna, November 21st, 2014. This years’ international conference of 

Best Western Central Europe in Ljubljana from November 18th, - 20th, was attended 

by hoteliers of more than 70 hotels. Best Western Central Europe with its headquarter 

in Vienna is responsible for more than 70 individual hotels in Austria, Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia. The 

annual conference of the hotel group was held at the Best Western Premier Hotel 

Slon in Ljubljana for the second time. More than 100 participants arrived in the 

Slovenian capital, biggest city in Slovenia, to take part in the conference and to 

experience an exciting program. Ivona Meissner, CEO of BWCE and Christian Hofer, 

President of BWCE presented the new strategic orientation of BWCE with an outlook 

onto the year 2015, the expansion plans of the group as well as the international 

development and trends in the hotel industry. „As a group of individual hoteliers, 

which are promoted internationally it is of great importance to have our finger on the 

pulse of the time and to provide a big range of services and marketing opportunities. 

Today it is even more difficult for individual hotels to remain successful in such a 

competitive world with large hotel groups and their strong marketing- and sales 

strategies.  
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Due to the brand affiliation each hotelier benefits from comprehensive marketing- and 

sales activities of an internationally well known brand“, explains Ivona Meissner, 

CEO. „We are very pleased about the high participation of our members. Not only 

shows it interest of hoteliers in the brand but also demonstrates the commitment 

within the global organization to develop our strategies“, add Meissner. „Due to the 

cooperation with Best Western we are capable of strengthening our competitiveness 

of our hotels and are able to provide our guests with additional advantages. We are 

increasing the brand awareness and the competitiveness of our hotels far beyond the 

regional borders while preserving unrestricted entrepreneurial freedom of choice and 

benefit from the international marketing services of Best Western“, explains Christian 

Hofer, who is successfully running Best Western Hotels in Vienna and Kitzbühel.  

 

Marketing and Sales Strategies on the Agenda for 2015  

Prior the start of the conference, Best Western organized an exclusive Business 

Breakfast with hoteliers and important Slovenian customers, among them corporate 

clients, travel agencies, cooperation partners as well as Best Western Rewards 

customers. After the welcome of president Christian Hofer, it was time for Karmen 

Novarlič, Manager of Slovenian National Tourist Office to open the meeting as guest 

speaker. The agenda of the annual conference covered topics such as the worldwide 

and regional key initiatives of new sales possibilities, e-commerce, online marketing 

strategies as well as quality- and service strategies. Besides subject-related topics 

Best Western Hotels used the opportunity to get to know the capital of Slovenia 

during a city tour. Host Gregor Jamnik, General Manager of Best Western Premier 

Hotel Slon, organized a program to present the beauty of Ljubljana. Jamnik has been 

General Manager of Best Western Premier Hotel Slon since 2007. Jamnik, as 

advisory board member of the British Chamber of Commerce in Slovenia, was also 

host to Bill Clinton in October 2009 and with that the first Best Western Hotel in 

history to accommodate an American president.  

 

Award Night and Gala Dinner in Bled 

„Our annual meeting does not only provide topic-related information for hoteliers but 

also an intensive exchange of experiences. Hoteliers from different countries and 

markets learn from as well as support each other. Networking is an important element 
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of our conference“, says Ivona Meissner. The best opportunity presented itself at the 

Gala Dinner and the „Award Night“ at the Best Western Premier Hotels Love in Bled. 

„It was a great night, where hoteliers had the possibility to have a look at the hotel“, 

states Ivona Meissner. The day ended with entertainment and music as well as a 4-

course meal  with a view onto the lake. During the evening event the Best Western 

Awards were presented. The winners were the Best Western Premier Kaiserhof in 

Vienna, the Best Western President Hotel in Novi Sad, Serbia as well as the Best 

Western Hotel Stella in Zagreb, Croatia, which received the international award for 

the highest customer satisfaction and quality. Best Newcomer was the Best Western 

Plus Hotel Amedia in Graz. „What Best Western is capable of doing is unique within 

the global hotel tourism: the combination of best quality, individuality and 

extraordinary price-performance ratio. We can be proud that hotels in Central Europe 

are at the forefront year after year“, underlines Ivona Meissner. „Quality, price and 

warm hospitality are the most essential criteria for guests - and the perfect 

combination at Best Western promotes revenue and customer loyalty.“ All of us will 

remember Slovenia as first-class destination and would like to thank both hosts, Best 

Western Premier Hotel Lovec in Bled and Best Western Premier Hotel Slon in 

Ljubljana for a perfect annual conference. A special thanks is extended to this years’ 

sponsors and exhibitors, who have been accompanying us for many years and 

especially to my entire team of Best Western Central Europe, which has again  

organized this event in a professional manner and with great commitment and 

dedication to details“, summarizes Meissner.   

 
Best Western Hotels  

Best Western is a quality oriented, international hotel group, which unites entrepreneurially independent 

hotels under one brand. With more than 4,000 hotels in more than 110 countries Best Western is the 

worldwide biggest hotel group. As service provider Best Western pursues the goal to increase the 

economic success and the competitiveness of partner hotels. As regional service center Best Western 

Central Europe (BWCE) is in charge of hotels in Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, 

Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and Kosovo. All conference-, city and resort hotels of Best 

Western guarantee uniform and consistent quality standards worldwide and still keep their individual 

styles and their entrepreneurial individuality. Aside from the core brand, Best Western additionally 

presents the categories Best Western Plus and Best Western Premier. Their appeal lies in high quality 

ambience, consistent design as well as further service offers und facilities.  

Due to the brand affiliation each hotel benefits from the comprehensive marketing- and sales activities 
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for all relevant market segments and target groups. Best Western is providing the most modern 

distribution- and communication channels. All hotels are bookable through electronic distribution systems 

and worldwide reservation systems as well as ideally represented on the internet. Moreover Best 

Western even offers its own reservation center. The loyalty program Best Western Rewards for frequent 

travelers has more than 20 million members worldwide. More information and bookings under 

www.bestwestern-ce.com 
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